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In persuance of resolution
28 of the London UN Conference
om *he standardization
of geographical
names (E/COMF. 61/3,
lkxft
E&z-port :on the Conference , page 3) work on reducing the
n&ber of conventional
names is in progress in the Soviet
I&&Len, 33enc-c ,%t proved necessary first
and foremost to bring
%qgether all :names of this kind &countered
in various publica%&ens, This is the first
designation
of the gazetteer
in preparation.
The ;gazetteer contains all the hames we .refer to as conventions.3. .ones and amounts to about 2 000. Row that the pre~a3zaSior~ of 3&-e gazetteer
is in full
swing we can give a'
sz~@Le af a page (its content)
and the foreward
where the
da+sQnahZon of -the gazetteer
is explained,
the concept of
%onv:enM.on&. name" is defined,
a classification
of.conven%iLonsl n.smes 5s given and the structure
of the gazetteer
is
antline&
Since 3%~ second aim of this v:ork is to find out what
~~~~r~~j&&lJ -i-Ai,s
TACITP can be eliminated
and replaced by normzbi.zed
i%3~~&.an 3?oms a .draft gazetteer
will
be circulated
to all the
sgenci:es <and eE%anizations
interested
in geographical
nameso
Wey wiI3L b-e requested
to give their recommendations
as to
3.3x3:form, content 9 and as to which names could be eliminated
from the list..
Xe believe
that it will
be possible
to begin
%,h%smo& by.r~ducing
the number of conventional
names with
%rong transcriptions
'and some translated
names,
.&%er %he gazetteer
has been widely discussed and approved
by %:he agen-c&es involved,
it will
be published.
We hope the
gasetteer
-of mssian conventional
names will
be issued in time
%o &e dmns%rted
at the third UN Conference on the stan. &ard&sat3on of geographical
names scheduled to be held in 1977
23-i &hens,
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CHIEI? ADXIILQSTRATION GF GEODESYm CARTOGRAPHY
COWCIL OP kKlXT,XS.T~~RS
.(>I?THE USSR

DICTIOXARY
of 23ussian Conventional
ITames
for Geographical
Entities
in Foreign Countries

.

FOREWORD

The plan&d work on normalization
of the Russian transcription
of foreign geographical
names has been carried out
in the Soviet Union over the years* For this purpose of
normalization,the
rules of rendering
foreign geographical
names into Russian are being developed.
Such rules provide
for necessary uniformity
and stability
of spellings
of names
in official
documents, on maps, and in other publications.
At the same time the rules try to resolve,
in the most possible degree, the problem of reflecting
the sounding of the
local name in the corresponding
Russian form (taking into
consideration
the differences
between the Russian phonetics,
grammar and alphabet and those of the language concerned).
In accordance with
developed are introduced
2im3tructlons,
Rut there
In the RaRssian language
of foreQn gepgraptical
forms called conventional.
ing categories:

the accepted procedure,
the rules
into the wide use as compulsory
are no rules without
exceptions,
there exists quite a numerous group
names used in more or less fixed
This group falls
into the follow-

1, Long ago introduced
Russian names of foreign states:
&3CTpDX1n lieu of %TC?pp&X (ssterreich),
A,ztiaHzfi in lieu
,of &XIE?~E (Shqipk'ri),
&z-m
in lieu of ~yOMl3 (Suomi),
.@m
in 13.eu of QaHc (France),
etc.
2, Those Russian forms of local names, which have been
received by translation:
CKaJMcTEIe l?Opa in lieu
of POKmlAayHTrnZG
&!ocky Kountains),
Omeman
3eum in lieu of
~ep~-~ezb-@~3zo
(Tierra de1 Fuego),
3.. Those forms received by adding the Russian suffixes
and endings to'the Russian -)iranscription
of local forms of
geograptical
names: BeIE?J$laHCKz~ 3mB
in lieu of 3a71. BeI%?B$EEI
(Golfo di Venezia),
T@x.mOBO Mope
in lieu of Mope
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(Tasman Sea), Cer;a in lieu of Cea (Seine),
2n B.5.m of xrpox. &ge&t (Drake Passage), etc.

npoz.

3* moss mssian names of foreign
entities
for which
kc&L foms are wholly
different:
&awclcvre
rope
in lieu
of ~~eppa+Ewmtac
(Sp. Sierras B&icas),
0. ~~JJTX in lieu
IhpeHe&cmdi n-0B in lieu of
02 *mom
[Sp. Espafiola),
{Sp, Pen&sula
Ib&ica),
etc.
~-033 IwepKa=
Those Russian forms which have been brought into use
in the Russian language, using some former rules of transcription and often through some vehicular
language:
ranil6yPr in
in lieu of Xa,qco~
lieu of XaMQpr {Ger. Hamburg), m,q30H
in lieu of &JWI (E, Hull),
&pmoIl in lieu
(3s Eudsox&, ~X?iL
&h4 in lieu of PoMa .(1-t;. Roma),,?mH'
of Bapzx Ql?k Paris),
bgpl? in liexz :oif 3mTH6OpO (E, Edinburgh),
etc.
4:

Be&&es zxzxventional
Russian forms falling
into the catefrom the
gories f^istf~d sibove, i.e. those which are different
normalised
.Russian forms of local names, there are a number.
of Russian ~WZXGof those geographical
entities
which are
beyond any ao~~~zzreignty or cover the territories
of not a single
ATJEummecxl6 oxeaH, A~ZUZ, EBpoIIa,
country, 2zLxaqiitbeer
FIope, etc.Such entities
Cpega3ermoe ~QX?, THY oKe.zH, QpHoe
do not have zxnd oan not have any local form; they change from
Russian geogralanguage to Language, The same group includes
phical names zXk~rentities
traditionally
recognized
only in
the Russian .geography and having no analogues in the geographical olasaification
of the countries
to which they are atCesepo-rep~~amxa.fi m3MemocT5,
Cpemetributed
ales:
ym jp@Jg?$axm etc. Taking into consideration
the specific
chara~-itert- of this category of names, they are included
in a separzxte part of the Dictionary.
Lists o.2Zajnvcntional
forms for foreign geographical
entities
h.av+~+
xip to now been published
only as a part of
the rules for mssian
rendering
of.foreign
geographical
names,
which are izzsusd for every separate country or language,
A get
.

t

nsral in&z :of ,conventionzl
forms has not been prepared so far
in the Soviet bunion, though, as the life shows, such a publicat&on is bad&y needed. So this*!Dictionary
of Russian conventional
nszz~-s .%or ,geographical
entities
in foreign
countrie@
is thought
The XUfionary,
apart from the main goal to bring together
~33.1exisf5ng
conventional
names-for foreign
entities,
has the
other, not less important,
aim; the systematized
information,
at one place, will help to decide the question
I brought together
about the possible
cutback of the number of conventional
names
used,
The draft dictionary
includes
about 2,,000 entries
of conwzntional
forms coming into the Russian language through more
or less frequent
use, the rightfulness
of which is different
for .different
:-es.
The necessity
and expediency of the use of
some ~convent3.w~& geographical
forms rises no question.
They
have ,come .fntt;o the Russian classic
literature,
into the novels
of 5, 'Tolstoy,
F, Dostoevsky,
into V,I, Lenin's works, and,
2~~S-t of Cal, in%0 the active lexical
fund of the Russian lan@age, whose %&ey have formed derivatives
(HeanoJrb - ~ic?anoz~even stable word-phrases
Tg;w9tI, Icqm.33 - T;apmHe)and
&-ml &m.mwe

qziX30,

&3,mU&!

Hana,

&T&8

-

mT&CKaR

CTeHZL)

.

Different
attitude
is caused by the names, though used on
maps an,d Zn X&t-erature,
but not having so old and stable tradition
ana comhg into use because of insufficient
knomledge
of languages br wrong transcription.
In this case there are
grounds for .refusal from the traditional
forms and replacement
&wrong
ana out&ted
names by correct and up-to-date
ones*
!Z!Ma 5s be@fming necessary,
taking into consideration
the grow%zag Pnternat%onal
co-operation.
It was not by chance that the
2M UU Conferazw
on standardization
of geographical
names
em@zasized %3.&s :Eact in its recommendations.
The information
Wz&&ed 3-n 3&a draft dictionary
~~21 permit to determine what
cwwentional
'farms should remain in the final
version of the
dictionary
and Tjhat should be deleted.
.
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The D%cSii-onaw has two parts. .The ,first .one includes
the 'Russian form ofwhichis
different
from that received
EEiXES,
xxsing %he correct rules of rendering
into the Russian language.
- The E&x& ~coUxx~ gives conventional
names in the Russian
shortened desigziXphtibe%Zal ~cmdat-~ The second one.contains
The third CO~LUXIcontains
zxak&ons oP %hx.kELnd of the feature,
of the count"the local. (one or more) name. Names for the features
ries that use Roman or Cyrillic
alphabet are given in their local
Names for the features
of other countries
are given in
;spellings*
%lii-e~o~f~~tiX:ro~~~~&~ation
system or, if there is no such, in some
tidely-usad
.ruman~2zatlon,
IL%eZM&if;h ~Q,umn gives the Russian normalized
form that
&hould %e mused 3.f %heae had been no conventional
form or in case
oP .&ts &Z&ion.
'The fifth
column gives shortened designations
co? Wxe -ter&Ltory $,OF aquatic zone) in which the feature named is
BocateL
%he =amnd P.Z& contains the list of conventional
Russj.an
of the Soviet
.3%2auxm:%r.a lEEi&xr ~~a%ures beyond the territory
Un50nL, ~wh&&h ~80 9% have approved local forms,

